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Find out how to transform your customer experience at 

Scoreboard

CxEngage Scoreboard is a performance management solution that offers visibility into key 
performance indicators, which positively impact the customer experience. This solution helps 
drive successful performance by aggregating agent data from disparate systems so you can 
act with proven business acceleration processes.

With CxEngage Scoreboard, you can boost agents’ productivity, positively impact important 
call metrics such as handle time and after-call work, and improve agents’ motivation and 
morale. By delivering real-time performance dashboards from the executive level down to the 
agent level, CxEngage Scoreboard increases accountability and creates a culture of continuous 
development that is critical to achieving business objectives.
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Real-time performance 
dashboards

Cloud-optimized
Surveys to engage and 
develop employees

Data aggregator and 
business intelligence

Gamification 
to motivate and 
connect employees

Automated coaching 
tools to develop 
Coaches and Agents

Messaging: Chat, 
Announcements, 
Work Aids

Automated 
proficiency-based 
routing

Deliver real-time data and business intelligence to all 
levels of your contact center operations and provide 
agents with what they need for self-improvement!



Work smarter. Bridge the gap between your data 
analytics and your business intelligence.

Transform your business with fully 
integrated solutions that give you 
insight into the heart of your operations

Customize views by 
organizational hierarchy to 
align to business objectives

Maximize your potential with performance 
management software and create more efficiency 
and productivity in your workforce
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Coaching Efficiency

Increase:
Agent Performance

Coaching

Dashboards

Gamification

Messaging

Surveys

Wallboards

CxEngage Scoreboard bridges that gap.
There is a giant gap between your data analytics and your business outcomes.

Gamification
Allows you to easily create incentives, rewards, and commissions that 
align with the KPIs and metrics most important to the customer and the 
company’s goals.

Enable supervisors and agents to communicate in real-time in a variety 
of ways. Agents and Supervisors can instant message each other and 
supervisors can send out announcements, work aids, and challenges.

Allow you to discover the “voice of the agent” to assess the knowledge, 
competency and satisfaction of your agents.

Coaching
Provides agent-level reporting and analytics to identify areas that  need 
improvement and then automatically generates coaching sessions triggered 
by performance thresholds.

Dashboards
Aggregate your business’ KPIs into an integrated view.

Messages

Surveys
Publicly display the metrics and KPIs that drive agent behavior — motivating 
employees with an automated slideshow of rankings, awards, and achievements.

Wallboards


